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Description: - CAMERA:
Bforartists includes high-quality
camera rigs, posing and motion
tracking. - AI: Create intelligent
animals with dozens of custom -
AI: Deep Learning supported
facial puppets and characters, in -
AI: Autonomous SmartNets and
SoftNets, and build behaviors - AI:
Prefabricated for quick effects,
thousands of behaviors - AI:
Rigged props and custom
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characters for any project - AI: A
rich environment for creating
animation and creating - AI:
Motion control animations,
transitions, and layers - AI: More
than 10 custom motion controllers
- AI: Anisotropic motion and
animation controls and motion -
AI: Maxon render engine, Maya
plugins, and much more - ARM:
Built-in armature editor and a rich
pose editor - ARM: Step and
motion-controlled armatures -
ARM: Multiple export options,
working with Poser and others -
ARM: Move and scale armatures -
ARM: Rotate, tweak, paint, and
clone armatures - ARM: Built-in
Mirror Modifiers for easy edits -



ARM: Built-in Mirror Modifiers for
easy edits - ARM: Auto-folding
armatures - ARM: Automatically
hide elements of armatures -
ARM: Built-in Matrix Transform
Modifier for easy edits - ARM:
Multiple ways to simplify
armatures - ARM: Customize and
create a scene - ARM: Built-in
mirror modifiers - ARM: Step and
motion-controlled armatures -
ARM: Supports Hierarchy and
materials - ARM: Support several
source files - ARM: Built-in tweak
tools - ARM: A wide range of
features for the armature - ARM:
Can be used with most other
software that work with - ARM:
Built-in pose rigging tools - ARM:



Support preset poses - ARM: A
wide range of tools for
customizing armature - ARM: A
wide range of tools for
customizing armature - ARM: A
wide range of tools for
customizing armature - ARM: A
wide range of tools for
customizing armature - ARM: A
wide range of tools for
customizing armature - ARM: A
wide range of tools
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Bforartists has a huge feature set
that gives you a vast set of tools to
create professional, top-quality



graphics. It has all the same tools
as Blender, but adds many new
tools like UV Paint, CGiUV,
Structural Lattice, and its own
high-end render engine.
Bforartists comes with many
advanced tools: • Curves: Curves
allow you to create any kind of
lighting and ambient occlusion
effect in your scenes. • UV Paint:
Bforartists comes with a
revolutionary and unique UV Paint
Tool, that makes it easy to create
clean 3D UVs for your models. •
CGiUV: An easy to use face UV
node that allows you to map any
face of your object on any location
of the UV map, so that you can
customize your UV maps in a very



easy and clean way. • Texture
Edit: Bforartists comes with a
texture node that allows you to
map any texture to any part of the
UV map. • Ray Nodes: Bforartists
comes with a wide set of ray
nodes that allow you to work with
light rays in a very smart way, and
create interesting lighting effects
in a clean way. • Procedural
Materials: Bforartists comes with
a procedural material node that
allows you to create a procedural
material, which you can use as
any other regular material. •
Structural Lattice: Allows you to
create a second UV map for use as
a lattice map, which allows you to
easily subdivide a model. • Nested



UVs: Allows you to create a vertex
group that will subdivide the
geometry based on any number of
UV maps. • Hints: Allows you to
build any kind of effects in your
scene that will be dynamically
updated every frame. • Object
Tracking: Allows you to track the
position of any object in your
scene, and to get an automatic
update of its orientation every
frame. • Animator: Allows you to
animate the rotation of any object
in your scene. • Kinematics:
Allows you to create any kind of
kinematics that you want, and use
it as a local axis for the rotation of
an object. • Non-Linear
Animation: Allows you to animate



any kind of objects and their
rotation based on a non-linear
curve, which will dynamically
animate based on whatever input
you give. • Motion Map Node:
Allows you to animate the
mapping of a texture to a vertex
group 2edc1e01e8
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Multi-Platform 2D and 3D drawing
and modeling software. Features:
- OpenGL Graphics ( DirectX,
OpenGL ) - Open-Source software
: view, modify, create 3D models,
textures, materials, and more -
Python Script support - Various
editing tools : line, 3D curve,
solid, face, ellipse, circle,
rectangle, polygon, polygons,
polymesh, quad, ngon, vertex,
facecolor, texture, texture path,
solid color, mesh, modeler, light,
mesh light, reflection, image,
environment, camera, object,
particles, smoke, fluid, hair,
particle hair, animated curve,
brush, brush pad, text, viewport,



panel, debug, tangent, shape,
group - Tools to convert, mirror,
export to different 3D formats -
Character creation : rig, skeleton,
animator, character controller,
morph target - Shadow, ambient
occlusion, light, metal,
temperature, reflections,
refraction, and many more -
Solidity tests : flatness, parallel,
perpendicular, normal, and more -
Mesh optimization : create,
concave, surface, and more -
Materials : metallic, dielectric,
softbody, friction, absorptions,
emission, glass, emboss, glaze,
specular, emission texture,
texture gradients, scatter, smooth
texture, diffuse texture, gradient



map, isometric, diffuse pattern,
multi-material - Texturing : map,
path, color, blending, orientation,
tile, segment, pixel, dither, normal
map, blur, pattern, gradient,
spherical, sharpening, horizontal,
vertical, or any other - Rendering :
ray tracing, bump, normal map,
ortho, skybox, ambient occlusion,
depth of field, bokeh, cube map,
bump, displacement, emboss,
fluid, hair, skin, airbrush, emitter,
fire, fireflies, fire reflection, flame,
animated fire, fire reflection, fire
shadow, fire explosion, smoke,
explosion, smoke, smoke, parallax,
reflection, emission shader,
emission texture, emission texture
gradient, offset, opacity, ambient,



transparency, overlay, layer,
color, composite, blend, mosaic,
soft blur, keying, copy, alpha,
gradient, isometric, despeckle,
emboss, soft emboss, distort,
texture, envelope, adjustment,
stencil, radial, wave, dithering,
noise
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What's New In?

Bforartists is a professional-grade
2D and 3D graphics software for
Windows. Developed by Adrien
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Lecoeur and friends, it was forked
from Blender, one of the best free
and open-source 3D applications
out there. Highlights: * Extensive
selection of tools dedicated to 2D
and 3D graphics creation *
Unlimited possibilities for 2D and
3D content * Edit and view both
objects and scenes as textured
wireframes, 3D model, scene tree,
or node graph * Directly create &
edit "Geo meshes" with BGE or
Blender (in node graph mode) *
Manipulate textures as vectors,
apply filters, change their color,
re-use them, move, cut, copy,
paste, etc * Control views,
camera, and lights * Work with 3D
models directly in a 2D viewport *



Include & work on multiple scenes
& renderings in parallel * Work
with different assets: 2D/3D
images, movies, audio, even video
* Non-linear animation system,
keyframes, BGE * Keyframe
driven motion editor * X-ray,
Particle, and hair-simulations *
VFX, compositor, nPanel,
rendering * Python script
language * Exposure-based HDR,
subsurface scattering, pin-hole,
procedural * Neural network *
Subsurface scattering * Water
simulation * Smoke & fluid
simulation * Mesh painting *
Musgrave * Hair style * Particle
system * Fluid * Particle lighting *
Camera tracking * Pose track *



Tracker * Autopose * Node graph
* Character animation * Support
of Blender * Undo/redo * Image
compositing * Texturing *
Material designer * Gradient
editor * Photometric lighting *
Python script file editor * 3D
modeling * Polygon modeling *
Ngons modeling * Python
scripting * Particle paint * UV
editing * Texturing and UV
mapping * Optimized nPanel *
CPU and GPU rendering *
Standard & HDR rendering *
Performance: high performance
and low memory usage * Import
and export BGE, OBJ * Support of
2D images, frames, movies, audio,
even video * HDR material system



* Path and node graph * Autopose
* Textured object * Cylinder *
Sphere * Spheres * Spines *
Parent/child nodes * Collection *
Transparent * Group * Selection *
Particles * Rendering system *
Materials * Light * Objects *
Navigate * Shading/texturing *
Animation * Character animation *
Pose * 3D animation * 2D
animation * Custom animation *
Mesh pose



System Requirements For Bforartists:

Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higher Intel
based Mac systems At least 2
gigahertz (GHz) of memory
Minimum 1024x768 resolution
DirectX 9.0c Internet Connection
You can continue to use your
existing web browser and Internet
connection. A Windows XP, Vista
or Windows 7 based computer is
required for installation. Microsoft
Internet Explorer Internet
Explorer 9 AdvertisementThe
present invention relates to an
eyeg
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